Gandhi: Meeting call to order if you could create your own jelly bean flavor what would it be?

Gandhi: Announcements, Student of color conference application is due next tuesday. I will Email you all where you can find the application.

Andrew: There is an org in the works if your in premed starting up about getting into emergency medical work. If anyone is interested talk to me.

Diana: College night next week. College night is a dinner we host for Stevenson where we host with games, food, and prizes. The dining hall will be closed so come out and enjoy!

Gandhi: Isabel has an announcement.

Isabel: I was elected vice chair for this year however I didn’t know I was going to join rainbow theater. I was wondering if we could elect a vice chair for this quarter temporarily because I would still like to hold my position.

Lilia: There is a Harvest Festival this Sunday at the farm 12 to 5 pm. You can get there by taking the city bus or you can walk there by talking the stop from the village to the farm.

Gandhi: This year in SSC we would like to take the lead in stepping up out role in the Stevenson Community. Right now I would like for us as a body to take a response to the RPATH incident. What role would you guys like to take in this.

Hose 5 is putting on an event to get to know people and celebrate RPATH house in it. We also made banners to put up to show we are with them. We chose the theme of identity, so you can bring who you are. We want to promote acceptance
Lila: If you guy need anything to help you with putting that on we are willing to help.

Gandhi: When I went to visit the house the walls did look really bare, and I would like to replace that material so they could have nice decorations specially for them. I would also like to get a small personal library for them in there house for the writers they have.

Everyone unanimously agrees

Vanessa: Would we need to talk to housing about this?

Christine: Just so you know RPAH is a campus wide program so there are other resources that are there to help connect with them.

Gandhi: New business, Have you all seen the new TV’s in the house houses?

**yes they look awesome**

Lila: Last year they were very old and barely worked!

Gandhi: We helped fund that with res life and maintenance. We would like to put a card near the TV’s to show recognition for everyone who funded them, and for everyone to treat them with care.

Christine: Also, we would like to recognize maintenance for putting them in for us.

Gandhi: I would really like staff to be a little be more appreciated here. I would like to start a subcommittee that appreciates maintenance.

Lila: we should also include student staff for that.

Christine: This would be consider the Stevenson service award where they get recognized in the program. We could look into making chords for that

Gandhi: The next item in the agenda is Rock and Roll in the Knoll which is a festival that happens on the knoll that unfortunately didn't happen last year. We would like to bring in back this year because it is a fun event and brings the community together.
Commitment is important and we would love to have new people take involvement in this.

Lila: It is a very local and hipster vibe and very Santa Cruz local

Gandhi: Next order is pre elections for next week. I will start with the SUA rep there are three ricky is the first elected rep. there will be 2 more elected reps from the body.

SUA- Student

SCOC- Student Committee on Committee

SUGB- Student Union Governance Board

Core Council

CAD- Cultural Arts and Diversity

Lobby Corp

Keep these positions in mind for our next meeting because we will be doing elections for these positions.

Can you be a House rep and another rep for these organizations?

Lila: Yes so everyone will be a rep for their respected space (house 1, house 4, apartment, off campus) but if you would like to get more involved you are more than welcome to be a rep for these orgs and get more involved.

Gandhi: What it means to be a house rep, you want to address the issues student in your house care about. This is so students have a say in what we do and what we fund. I want this space to be as representative of Stevenson as possible.

Lila: We want Stevenson student council to be visible to the community to put outside your door saying “Stevenson Student Council rep”

Gandhi: Do you all have any questions? So keep these positions in mind for next week
Lila: Motion to adjourn

Jojo: Second.